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How many 
sources did 
you use before 
your last 
purchase? 

How many sources did you use 
before your last purchase? 
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Source: Google/Ipsos, Holiday Shopping Study, Oct 13 2022 – Jan 4 2023, Online survey, US, 
n=8,467, Americans 18+ who conducted holiday shopping activities in past two days 

Customer journeys are moving targets



Omnichannel is the 
(not so new) norm#1
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How is the shopping landscape evolving? 

Spontaneous purchases Choosing one channel Loyal to brands

How is the shopping landscape evolving? 

Spontaneous purchases

Intentional shopping

Choosing one channel

Cross channels

Loyal to brands

Loyal to experience

71% 85% 60% 71%
Intentional 

shopping

60%
Loyal to

experience

85%
Cross

channels
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Google Internal Data/ Google & Ipsos, 2022

available near me +100% 

in stock +800% 

open now near me +400% 

Consumers turn to 
Google for an improved 
local experience



Omnichannel is now
part of our 

78%
Of shoppers used a retailer’s app 
while shopping in-store

51%
Of shoppers make purchases 
on their phones while in store

Omnichannel is now part of our shopping routine 

Shopping
Routine

51% 78%

Of shoppers make 
purchases on their 

phones while in store

Of shoppers used a 
retailer’s app while 
shopping in-store



Total impact of digital 
ads on online and 
offline sales  

#2
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Think of your storefront as 
your strategic advantage 
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Measuring only online sales will lead to 
misvalued media 

Illustration

Omni
0:1

3:1

6:1

9:1

12:1

10:1
Omnichannel ROAS

In-store revenue

Online

6:1
eCommerce-only ROAS
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Store goal measurement: A journey of progress 

Leverage automated store sales 
transaction count data and assign a 

default value 

Store Sales 
Default Values 

Leverage automated store visit 
data and assign a default value 

Store Visits

Leverage dynamic and automated 
receipts-or partnership based store 
sales values or upload your own first 
party data to report dynamic values

Store Sales 
Dynamic Values

Store goal measurement: A journey of progress 

Leverage automated store sales 
transaction count data and assign a 

default value 

Store Sales 
Default Values 

Leverage automated store visit data 
and assign a default value 

Store Visits

Leverage dynamic and automated 
receipts-or partnership based store 
sales values or upload your own first 
party data to report dynamic values

Store Sales 
Dynamic Values
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Use store sales measurement to track consumer 
touchpoints and enhance reporting, KPIs and optimisation  

Digital 
Budget

Online 
Sales

Store Visits 
& Sales

 

Online Conv. 
Value

 

Store Conv. 
Value

Online ROI

 

Offline ROI

Omnichannel 
ROAS

Use store sales measurement to track consumer 
touchpoints and enhance reporting, KPIs and optimisation  

Digital 
Budget

Online 
Sales

Store Visits 
& Sales

 

Online Conv. 
Value

 

Store Conv. 
Value

Online ROI

 

Offline ROI

Omnichannel 
ROAS



Aim for total efficiency#3



DEVICE

ACTUAL QUERY

LOCATION

TIME OF DAY

OSAD CREATIVE

BROWSER

Respond to demand by incorporating 
real-time online and offline store signals  

Uniquely powered by 
Google’s

Respond to demand by 
incorporating real-time 
online and offline store 
signals  

Uniquely powered by Google’s omnichannel 
infrastructure

Device

Actual query

Location

Time of day

OSAd creative

Browser

Omnichannel
Infrastructure
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Omnichannel has become the consumer 
expectation.

2. Measuring the full impact of digital ads on both online 
and offline sales is crucial for business .

3. Leveraging your store sales data can improve the 
total efficiency and effectiveness of your digital ad 
campaigns.

Omnichannel has 
become the consumer 

expectation.

Measuring the full 
impact of digital ads 
on both online and 

offline sales is crucial 
for business.

Leveraging your store 
sales data can improve 
the total efficiency and 
effectiveness of your 
digital ad campaigns.

Omnichannel has 
become the 

consumer 
expectation.

Measuring the full 
impact of digital 

ads on both online 
and offline sales is 

crucial for 
business.

Leveraging your 
store sales date 
can improve the 
total efficiency 

and effectiveness 
of your digital ad 

campaigns.
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Increase the sales online and 
in-store, to grow total sales for my 
business.

Capture more profitable customers 
and grow my market share.
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Increase the sales online and in-store, 
to grow total sales for my business.

Capture more profitable customers and
grow my market share.

Goal:

GOALS



OMNICHANNEL SEARCH 
AT GAMMA



LAURENS MIEDEMA





For those of you who dont know us yet

• 165 stores
• Major TOMA
• Few million visitors on gamma.nl each month
• 75-80% of NL shops at GAMMA at least once a 

year
• Brand awareness in NL like Heineken and Coca 

Cola
• > 50 yrs of Market leadership
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Tim



Richard



DIY = not food or fashion
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Many different journeys
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Huge online and offline characterics in sales
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BUT WITH ONE 
SIMILARITY...
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75% search online 
before visting a 
store





Introduce local inventory 
ads
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Local Inventory Ads
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Local Inventory Ads
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Register store visits and 
store sales
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First done by hand, later on 
automated with EDM & Google
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Incrementality testing
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incrementality

xx,xx %
Store visit 

rate

xx,xx %
Store visit 

rate

Done in  
GAMMA 
account



 Store network
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Omnichannel steering made 
possible
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GAMMA performance



Increased ROAS
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Significant rise in market 
share
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Thanks


